Running Title: Root and shoot RNA structuromes in salinity stress One Sentence Summary: Transcriptome-wide methods reveal dynamic tissue-specific and salt stressdependent modulation of mRNA accessibility and structure, and correlated mRNA abundance changes.
Introduction
Given a predicted world population of 9.1 billion by 2050, improvements in crop stress tolerance will be critical to meet required increases in food production (FAO, 2009 ). Salinity stress is one of the most common environmental stresses affecting crop productivity worldwide (Munns and Tester, 2008) . Elevated soil salinity affects 932 million hectares (Rengasamy, 2006) of agricultural fields (roughly the size of the entire United States) and causes US$ 27.3B in crop losses annually (Qadir et al., 2014) . Soil salinization arises from irrigation practices and, increasingly, from seawater inundation as a result of climate change, which, e.g. threatens lowland rice production in many regions of Asia (Vu et al., 2018) . In this context, an urgent goal is to better understand plant responses to salinity stress, especially at the molecular level. Saline soils cause cellular dehydration by thermodynamically opposing plant water uptake, and Na + and Cl -accumulation in plant tissues negatively affects plant growth by hampering metabolic processes, promoting oxidative stress (Abogadallah, 2010) , and reducing photosynthetic efficiency (Tester and Davenport, 2003; Deinlein et al., 2014) . Cells are tiny but accurately controlled and complex machines; as cytosolic solute composition changes, cellular molecules, including DNA, RNA, proteins, and metabolites, may function differently from their normal status due to changes in folding and interaction. In particular, salt generally enhances RNA folding and disrupts RNA-protein interactions (Bloomfield et al., 2000) .
Several studies have reported dramatic impacts of salt stress on the Arabidopsis transcriptome (Kreps et al., 2002 , Anderson et al., 2018 . Salinity also leads to marked transcriptome changes in other plant species, including important crops such as rice (Wang et al., 2018) , tomato (Sun et al., 2010) , barley (Bahieldin et al., 2015) , sorghum (Cui et al., 2018) , and cotton , demonstrating the universal impact of salinity and the importance of salt-induced effects on mRNA abundance. Transcript abundance reflects the balance between mRNA transcription and mRNA turnover, and posttranscriptional regulation is known to play vital roles in plant responses to environmental factors (Floris et al., 2009 ). For example, salt stress changes alternative splicing patterns (Feng et al., 2015) and mRNA decay pathways as assessed in Arabidopsis and other species (Kawa and Testerink, 2017) , which provides layers of regulation on the transcriptome and encoded proteome (Floris et al., 2009 ).
While transcriptome analyses often center on measuring changes in abundance, changes in mRNA secondary and tertiary structures influence many aspects of post-transcriptional regulation, including alternative polyadenylation, splicing, stability, localization, degradation and translation . RNA structure in vitro is well-known to be affected by metal ions and by proline (Lambert and Draper, 2007) , a compatible solute synthesized during salt stress, but to what extent salt stress affects mRNA structure in vivo and genome-wide, with attendant implications for post-transcriptional regulation, has not been studied in any organism.
Numerous chemicals have been identified that react with distinct regions of the RNA bases and sugarphosphate backbone (Mitchell et al., 2019; Leamy et al., 2016; Bevilacqua et al., 2016; Wilkinson et al., 2006; Ziehler and Engelke, 2000) . These chemicals covalently modify RNA at the Watson-Crick (WC) face, the non-WC face or the ribose hydroxyl group. We developed Structure-seq (Ding et al. 2014 ) as a transcriptome-wide method that currently utilizes dimethyl sulfate (DMS) (Tijerina et al., 2007) as a chemical probe of RNA structure in vivo and genome-wide. DMS methylates unpaired and unprotected adenosine (A) and cytosine (C) at the imino nitrogen on the WC face, which blocks subsequent reverse transcription. The resulting truncated complementary DNAs (cDNAs) are ligated to adaptors and analyzed by next-gen sequencing methods. The readout of this method is a reverse transcription stop one position prior to each DMS-modified nucleobase. We recently improved Structure-seq experimentally in Structure-seq2 (Ritchey et al., 2017) and computationally in StructureFold 2 .
In a recent application of Structure-seq, we uncovered a significant negative correlation between changes in DMS reactivity and changes in mRNA abundance following brief heat shock in rice, suggesting that mRNA unfolding promotes access to degradative processes (Su et al. 2018) . Here, we have used Structure-Seq2 (Ritchey et al. 2017 ) coupled with the StructureFold2 computational pipeline to resolve in vivo structuromes of Arabidopsis shoot and root tissue under both unstressed and salt stressed conditions. Our results reveal tissue-specific and stress-modulated aspects of the RNA structurome.
Results

Experimental Design and NaCl Treatment
To investigate the effect of salt stress on the RNA structurome, we applied our Structure-seq2 protocol (Ritchey et al., 2017; Su et al., 2018) to 24-day-old hydroponically grown Arabidopsis with and without treatment with 100 mM NaCl for 48 h. We confirmed the effectiveness of our salt stress by observation of reduced rosette growth ( Figure 1A vs. B) and by significant increases in proline content in our salt-stressed plants ( Figure 1C) ; proline is commonly accumulated as a compatible solute following salt stress (Trinchant et al., 2004; Mattioli et al., 2009) . We also detected significantly increased Na + content in both shoots and roots of NaCl-treated plants ( Figure 1D ). Root tissue often shows decreased K + content post-salt stress (Sun et al., 2015) , a phenomenon we also observed ( Figure  1E ) (Yu and Assmann, 2015) . Together, these observations confirm the efficacy of our NaCl treatments. All accompanying measurements and statistics, including those of additional ions, can be found in Table S .1 and analysis of this via ANOVA can be found in Table S.2. Structure-seq Library Preparation and Evaluation Custom Structure-seq libraries (three independent biological replicates per condition) were generated from control and salt stress conditions. Libraries were prepared from poly(A) RNA isolated separately from shoot and root tissues after treatment with DMS or after a -DMS control treatment, yielding a total of 24 libraries (Table W.1) . We mapped our reads to a set of TAIR 10 cDNAs (See Methods, rRNAs removed), yielding an average of 90.3% of reads mapping to the transcriptome in all libraries (Table W. 2). Reads that failed to meet mapping criteria (see Methods) or mapped to the incorrect strand were discarded (Table W. 3). Reverse transcription (RT) stops in the +DMS libraries were largely specific to adenines (As) and cytosines (Cs) (Table W.4), as expected. The DMS-induced RT stops in the replicate libraries under each condition were highly reproducible (mean r=0.95) as shown by high correlations of the number of RT stops on each nucleotide between any two +DMS libraries (Figure S.2) . Given the high reproducibility, library data from the three replicate libraries were merged as the final datasets for downstream analyses (Ding et al., 2014) . We define coverage as the number of sequenced RT stops per each immediately upstream A and C present in each transcript in the pool of all +DMS biological replicates of a condition; thus, a coverage threshold of ≥ 1 mandates that we sequenced an average of one or more RT stops for each A or C residue of a given transcript within a condition in order to consider the structural information for that transcript to be resolvable (Kertesz et al., 2010) .
Ultimately, we had 16,699 and 16,872 mRNAs that met our criteria to derive reliable DMS reactivity and mRNA secondary structures under control and salt conditions in shoot tissue, and 17,282 and 16,334 corresponding mRNAs in root tissue ( Figure 1F ). Among these, 15,875 shoot mRNAs and 15,725 root mRNAs had sufficient coverage under both control and salt stress conditions, which allowed assessment of salinity effects on mRNA structure in each tissue ( Figure 1F ). There were 13,974 mRNAs that had sufficient structural coverage in both root and shoot in control conditions and 13,737 mRNAs that had sufficient structural coverage in both root and shoot under salt stress, which allowed us to investigate the tissue specificity of mRNA structure, and structural responses to salinity in each tissue. Among all four data sets, a remarkable 12,978 mRNAs had sufficient coverage in all tissues and conditions, allowing for structural comparison of a set of common mRNAs Salt Stress Alters the mRNA Structurome We compared the distributions of mean reactivity (Figure 2 , Tables 1, S.3.a) of whole transcript data (Figure 2A, 2E ) as box-violins in both control (left violin, blue) and NaCl (right violin, yellow) conditions while indicating a change in mean reactivity between conditions of each particular transcript or region as a line between the box violins. To ensure accurate comparison, both the control data and the salt stress data were normalized by the same scale (See Methods). For whole transcripts, we observe a small but significant decrease in the average mean transcript reactivity in shoot following salt stress (p=1.80e -10
; Figure 2A , Tables 1, S. 3.a), while in root we observe the opposite trend, with an appreciable increase in the average mean reactivity in whole transcripts following salt stress (p<2.20e Studies on yeast and mammalian cells (Kertesz et. al. 2010 , Wan et al., 2012 , as well as our recent analyses in rice (Su et al., 2018) , have indicated that RNA structure is not uniform throughout the length of mRNAs. We accordingly separated our whole transcript reactivity data into transcript regions (5'UTR, CDS, 3'UTR) for shoot ( Figure 2B , 2C, 2D) and root ( Figure 2F , 2G, 2H). The average mean reactivity of 5'UTRs marginally decreases in response to NaCl in shoot (p=8.43e ), whereas in root, 5'UTR average mean reactivity increases significantly (p<2.20e -16 ). In the coding region (CDS) under salt stress, the average mean reactivity strongly decreases in shoot and again increases in root (p<2.20e -16 , Figure 2C , 2G). In the 3'UTRs, a small but significant increase in average mean reactivity in salt conditions occurs in shoot, while the 3'UTRs in root decrease in average mean reactivity (p<2.20e -16 , Figure 2D , 2H) (Table 1, S.3.a). In both tissues, 5'UTRs and 3'UTRs exhibit greater standard deviation in mean reactivity than the CDS in both control and stress conditions (Tables 1, S. 3.a ; also apparent in Figure 2 by comparison of the violin plots for the three different transcript regions), suggesting that UTR regions are more structurally malleable and responsive to salt stress than CDS regions (Tables 1,  S. 3.a). These results highlight the potential of UTRs as structural mediators or regulatory elements. Different transcripts may have similar reactivity means yet differ greatly in how that reactivity is distributed along the transcript, homogeneously or unevenly. This in turn may have biological consequences. Standard deviation and Gini index have been used to describe the unevenness of this distribution (Rouskin et al. 2014 ). Standard deviation is affected by the mean value of its metric when normalization is used, thus using standard deviation to measure the differences in how reactivity is distributed along transcripts or transcript regions would bias more reactive transcripts (with higher mean reactivity) to have a higher standard deviation. Thus, we instead use the Gini index to describe the evenness of reactivity within a transcript or region. Gini is a metric that measures evenness of a given set of numbers and is bounded by zero to one, with zero indicating perfect evenness (i.e. all reactivity values are equal) and one indicating perfect unevenness (all reactivity is on a single position). We compared the distributions of Gini reactivity under control and salt stress conditions (Figure S.3, Table S.3.b) . With salt treatment, we observe a small but significant increase in the average Gini of reactivity in whole transcript (p<2.20e -16 , shoot and root), 5'UTR (p<2.20e -16 , shoot and root), and CDS (p<2.20e -16 shoot, p=3.39e -8 root) (Table S.3.b) , showing that reactivity is more stochastically distributed along mRNAs in both tissues following salt stress. Curiously, the 3'UTR significantly decreases in average Gini reactivity in shoot tissue, yet increases in root tissue after salt treatment (p<2.20e -16 , both tissues). Taken together with the changes in average mean reactivity, in shoot the 3'UTR gains reactivity and partitions reactivity more evenly in salt stress, while in root the opposite occurs where the 3'UTR loses reactivity and partitions reactivity less evenly in salt stress.
mRNA Structuromes Show Tissue Specificity Root tissue contains many cell types known to have specific transcriptomic responses to salt stress in Arabidopsis (Dinneny et al., 2008) and other species . Despite the caveat that we could not separate the various cell types' structuromes within each of our tissues due to the mRNA amount required per each of our 24 libraries, comparing the composite shoot and root structuromes against each other, both in control and salt stress conditions, seemed an interesting avenue of research. For mRNAs present in the structuromes of both tissues, we compared the distributions of mean reactivity (Figure 3 , Tables 1, S.3.a) for whole transcript ( Figures 3A, 3E ) and each transcript region for our control ( Figures 3B, 3C, 3D ) and salt stress ( Figures 3F, 3G , 3H) data in both shoot (left violin, blue) and root (right violin, yellow) tissues.
In both control and salt stress conditions, we found a strong trend wherein the global average of the mean reactivity of whole transcripts, and of each transcript region, is distinctly lower in root compared to shoot (p<2.20e -16 , all regions) ( Figure 3 , Table 1, S.3.a). The differences between the global averages of shoot and root persist under salt stress for whole transcript, 5'UTR, and CDS regions but become smaller, because the shoot transcriptome generally loses DMS reactivity while the root transcriptome gains reactivity under salt stress, pushing the average means closer. (Figure 3 compare blue to yellow, Tables 1, S.3.a). The 3'UTR behaves differently: in salt, root 3'UTR loses reactivity and shoot 3'UTR gains reactivity, therefore the difference between the average mean reactivities for 3' UTRs is greater in salt stress. To elaborate on this concept of relatedness, we correlated the mean reactivities of whole transcript and each region between tissues in both conditions. We found that every inter-tissue correlation had a stronger correlation coefficient in salt stress than in control (Table S. 3.a); thus, transcript and transcript region mean reactivities are more similar between tissues in salt stress than in control conditions. Extending this line of thinking, we compared all of the intra-tissue (control vs. salt stress) correlations to the inter-tissue correlations (shoot vs. root) ( Table S. 3.a). These results showed that control and salt-stressed structuromes within a tissue are more related than are the shoot and root structuromes within a condition. In other words, tissue is a stronger determinant of the structurome than salt stress, although both are significant. As an additional measure of difference between the structuromes of shoot and root, we again evaluated changes in the Gini index of reactivity between tissues ( Figure S .4, Table S.3.b).
Within each intra-tissue comparison, we divided mRNAs into two categories: (1) those that are found only in shoot or only in root, approximating transcripts that are tissue-specific (unique), and (2) those that are present in both tissues (shared). Then, in each tissue, we compared a variety of metrics between unique and shared transcripts (Table S.4). The absolute value of mean salt-induced change in reactivity was higher in both sets of unique transcripts compared to their respective shared sets, suggesting greater dynamism in the former. Shoot unique transcripts showed 23% more change (p<2.20e -16 ) and root unique transcripts showed 12% more change (p=6.91e -06 ) than shared transcripts.
ANOVA Confirms the Influence of Tissue-Type on the RNA Structurome We used four two-way ANOVAs to assess data from both tissues and conditions simultaneously (see Methods, Figure S.5 and Table S.5) rather than comparing just two data sets at a time. The strongest determinants of mean reactivity were tissue and the interaction of treatment and tissue, rather than treatment alone. Thus tissue appears to have an overall stronger influence on RNA structure than salinity stress, as also concluded above. This reinforces the trend wherein the intra-tissue (control vs. salt stress) correlations were stronger than the inter-tissue (root vs. shoot) correlations, and suggests that the structurome is particularly shaped by tissue identity. When 'region' (i.e CDS or UTR) was included as a factor in three-way ANOVA, it was also a stronger determinant than treatment.
Salinity-Induced DMS Reactivity Changes Inversely Correlate with Salinity-Induced mRNA Abundance Changes We recently reported a significant inverse relationship between change in transcript DMS reactivity and change in transcript abundance in rice seedlings after 10 min. of heat shock (Su et al., 2018) . We hypothesized that this might be a general phenomenon underlying abiotic stress regulation of transcriptomes in multiple species and under multiple stresses. Accordingly, we compared the changes of mean reactivity ( reactivity) to the changes of abundance ( abundance) calculated from respective pools of -DMS libraries and expressed as log2 (TPM) (Transcripts per kilobase-Million) between control and salt conditions for whole transcript and each transcript region in both shoot and root ( Figure  4 , Tables 3A, S.6.a). We found a striking negative correlation between  reactivity and  abundance (p<2.20e -16 , both tissues, all regions). In each tissue, whole transcript and CDS showed the strongest negative correlation, followed by 5'UTR and lastly 3'UTR. The relationship was stronger in each shoot comparison than in each root comparison (e.g. whole transcript shoot r= -0.73, root r= -0.58). Correlations were also calculated for subsets consisting of the shared and unique (tissue-specific) transcripts (Tables 2B, S.6.b). In each case tissue-specific transcripts exhibited stronger correlations than tissue-shared transcripts (see Discussion).
Based on in vitro analyses of the Arabidopsis RNA structurome based on digestion with single-stranded and double-stranded nucleases, Gregory and co-workers ) reported a direct (positive) relationship between abundance and RNA single-strandedness, seemingly in contradiction to our observations of an inverse (negative) relationship governing changes in these two parameters. We resolved this apparent paradox as follows. To comprehensively assess this trend in a manner as close as technically possible to Li et al., we re-calculated all reactivities for every transcript and transcript region in each condition and treatment individually (Tables R.1-R.16), i.e. one structurome at a time. This allowed a greater number of transcripts per individual structurome to investigate this relationship because mutual coverage between conditions did not have to be considered. Additionally, using each structurome's internal normalization scale mitigates some dispersion of reactivity values. When we assess these datasets for the relationship between whole transcript mean reactivity and transcript abundance, we find a strong positive correlation (r ≥ 0.75, p<2.20e -16 , Figures S.6-S.9, Table S.6.c) between mean DMS reactivity and transcript abundance as anticipated from the studies of Li et al. (2012) . This correlation appears driven primarily by the reactivity of the CDS, as it was only weakly observed for either 5' or 3' UTRs (Figure S.6, Table S.6.c). Having confirmed the trend in individual structuromes, we also confirmed it in our contrasted structuromes ( Figures 5A, 5D , Table S.6.d), which were used to investigate how this relationship is affected by changes between conditions. In response to salt stress, highly abundant (i.e. high reactivity) transcripts preferentially further increase in reactivity and decrease in abundance. Low abundance (i.e. low reactivity) transcripts preferentially further decrease in reactivity and increase in abundance following salt stress (Figures 5B, 5C, 5E, 5F, S.7, Table S.6.e) (see Discussion).
Concordancy Strengthens the Inverse Relationship between Reactivity Changes and Abundance Changes
The observation that the strongest inverse correlation of  reactivity to  abundance occurred in the CDS (Figure 4 , Tables 2A, S.6.a) was unexpected given that previous analyses appear to implicate UTRs as more structurally dynamic and directly or indirectly tied to mRNA decay mechanisms (Su et al., 2018; Wan et al., 2012) . We accordingly classified our UTRs as concordant (share the same sign of  reactivity in response to salt stress) or discordant (do not share the same sign) with respect to the other transcript regions. In both shoot and root, we compared the reactivity of each transcript region against the  reactivity of each other region in the transcript (5'UTR:CDS, 3'UTR:CDS, 5'UTR:3'UTR) (Figures S.8 and S.9 (left columns), Table S.7.a), finding no overall relationship between the reactivity change between different transcript regions. Thus, concordancy between regions of a given transcript is uncommon.
We parsed out transcripts where all three transcript regions were concordant in their salt-induced reactivity changes ( Figure 6 , Tables 2C, S.7.c). Out of the 15,875 shoot and 15,725 root transcripts resolved, 3,155 and 3,175 respectively were fully concordant (~20%), leaving 12,720 and 12,550 (~80%) discordant transcripts (meaning two of the three regions have different changes in reactivity). Strikingly, whole transcripts and each transcript region show their most significant respective  reactivity to  abundance correlation value when all regions are concordant in their direction of saltinduced change in reactivity, and this relationship is observed in both shoot and root tissues (p<2.20e -16 , both tissues, all regions): concordant whole transcripts shoot r = -0.82, root r = -0.65 ( Figure 6 ), contrasted to all transcripts whole transcript r = -0.73 shoot, r = -0.58 root (Figure 4) . Correlation values are generally lower for root than for shoot. Of the 3,155 and 3,175 fully concordant transcripts in shoot and root respectively, 2,596 (~82%) and 2,688 (~84%) were present in both tissues, but only 628 (~23%) of these shared transcripts were fully concordant in both tissues, suggesting that tissuetype is a strong determinant of a transcript's concordancy. Within this set of 628 concordant shared transcripts, only 321 (~51%) also showed the same direction of concordancy change in both tissues (transcript lists S.8), further pointing toward tissue-specificity of the concordancy relationship.
Next, we assessed the strength of the  reactivity versus  abundance relationship between every two pairs of transcript regions (5'UTR:CDS, 3'UTR:CDS, 5'UTR:3'UTR), sub-grouping them into concordant and discordant categories. Concordancy was defined as transcript regions sharing the direction of reactivity change between conditions and discordancy as not sharing the direction of reactivity change between conditions. This leads to 24 different combinations, which are presented as abundance versus reactivity plots in Figures S.8 (shoot), S.9 (root), with all tests and statistics available in Table S .7.b. Regions concordant in reactivity with at least one other region have a stronger inverse reactivity-per-region to abundance-per-transcript relationship than discordant regions. For instance, transcripts with 5'UTRs that are concordant in the direction of reactivity change with their respective CDS have a stronger relationship to abundance change (-0.51 shoot, -0.39 root, p<2.20e -16 ), than transcripts with 5'UTRs that are discordant in the direction of reactivity change with their respective CDS and even have a slight direct correlation (+0.15 shoot, +0.21 root, p<2.20e -16 ). These results suggest that interplay between the structuredness of two different transcript regions (5'UTR, CDS, 3'UTR) can dynamically contribute to the reactivity versus abundance relationship.
Gene Ontology Analyses
We performed 36 individual GO analyses via agriGOv2 (Tian et al. 2017) , testing for the enrichment of categories that change in each contrast (full index of analyses in Table G .0). For our intra-tissue contrasts, we examined the top and bottom 5% of increased and decreased mean reactivity between control and salt stress conditions for whole transcript and each transcript region in both tissues (2x2x4 = 16 intra-tissue analyses, Tables G.1 to G.16). For our inter-tissue contrasts, we examined the top and bottom 5% of increased and decreased mean reactivity between tissues for whole transcript and each transcript region in both conditions (2x2x4 = 16 inter-tissue analyses, Tables G.17 to G.32). For GO analyses on concordant transcripts, we subset our transcripts into those that increased in abundance and lost reactivity (concordant protection) and those that decreased in abundance and increased in reactivity (concordant exposure) between conditions in both tissues (2x2 = 4 concordant analyses, Tables G.33 to G.36), using agriGOv2 (Tian et al. 2017) . When submitting queries to agriGOv2, we used genome locus rather than transcript such that genes with multiple transcripts present in our data did not gain over-representation.
We present some of these findings in Figures 7 and 8 . We find that increases in reactivity during salt stress in whole transcript and each transcript region are categorically enriched in genes related to photosynthesis in shoot, and that such increases in both tissues are enriched in response to oxidative stress ( Figure 7A ). For transcripts and transcript regions that decrease in reactivity during salt stress, both tissues show enrichment in many stress response categories ( Figure 7C ). Notably, in both tissues, we find enrichment in response to salt stress and response to osmotic stress, as well as response to water deprivation in concordant loss of reactivity/gain in abundance transcripts (Figure 8) . In shoot, genes related to photosynthesis lose abundance and are concordant in gain of reactivity across all transcript regions (Figure 8 ), consistent with only aerial tissues performing photosynthesis and exhibiting reduced photosynthesis under stress.
Changes in Predicted RNA Structure To approximate actual structural effects induced by salt, we used the DMS reactivity profiles as restraints to guide folding Ding et al., 2014; Deigan et al. 2009 ) of transcripts (see Methods). There were 15,708 mRNAs in shoot and 15,557 mRNAs in root with sufficient data to generate structures in both control and salt conditions. For each pair of structures (control and salt) in a tissue, we calculated PPV (Positive Predictive Value) (Tables F.1-F.8): the fraction of base pairs shared between the same transcript in the same tissue under control versus salt stress conditions. The distributions of PPV are summarized in Figure 9A , showing that transcripts in root tissue have a lower mean PPV, indicative of fewer shared base pairs between control and salt-stressed conditions as compared to shoot. This result is consistent with the bigger gain in DMS reactivity in root than loss in reactivity in shoot (see Figure 3 and Table 1 ).
We took mRNAs in the 5% bottom and top tails of the PPV distributions and submitted them to AgriGO v2.0 (Tian et al. 2017) . These GO analyses revealed that transcripts with low PPV (i.e. that show large salt stress-induced changes in predicted structure) were enriched in genes associated with response to stimulus (GO 0050896; Figure 9B ) and protein transport (GO 0015031) in the root. Transcripts with high PPV (i.e. exhibiting similar predicted structure between control and salt stress conditions) were enriched in gene functions associated with translation (GO 0006412) and ribosome biogenesis (GO 0042254). Enrichment of these GO categories was observed in both root and shoot samples ( Figure 9C,D) . Figure 9E , 9F provides examples of specific transcripts from the low PPV set and Figure 9G , 9H provides examples of specific transcripts from the high PPV set, presenting both predicted secondary structures and an abstraction of their base-pairing in circle plots (Reuter and Matthews, 2010) . Salt-induced structural changes are clearly evident in the structures in Figure 9E ,9F, while structures in Figure 9G , 9H are highly similar in control and salt conditions. Discussion RNA performs many distinct roles in the cell and has the ability to switch conformations in differing chemical environments. Examples of changes in RNA structure that confer molecular function include RNAs functioning as small molecule (Mandal and Breaker 2004; Wachter et al. 2007) or thermal sensors (Narberhaus et al., 2006) and assisting in translational control (Parker and Sheth, 2007) . We and others have recently developed ways to probe RNA structure in vivo and genome-wide, implicating functional roles of RNA structure in splicing, polyadenylation, and stress response (Ding et al. 2014; Rouskin et al. 2014; Wan et al. 2014) , and suggesting the conservation of structure between phylogenetically distant plant species (Deng et al., 2018) . Analyzing the rice in vivo mRNA structurome post heat-shock, we recently revealed a dynamic interplay between mRNA structure and mRNA abundance on a genome-wide scale (Su et al., 2018 ). Here we build on those findings with the initial investigation of tissue-specific structural differences, as well as RNA structural changes invoked by a salinity stress treatment.
Structuromes are Tissue-Specific While RNA-seq methods have revolutionized the study of tissue and cell-specific transcriptomes (Pennisi, 2018) , to our knowledge the possibility of tissue specificity in mRNA structure has never been assessed. We directly compared the shoot and root structuromes in stressed and unstressed conditions. We discovered that tissue has a stronger influence on the structurome than salt stress; that is, there is a greater difference between the shoot and root structuromes (Figure 4 ) than between salt stress and control condition structuromes within either one of the tissues (Figure 3 ). Our ANOVA analyses ( Figure S .5, Table S.5) parse out the relative contributions of tissue, stress, and mRNA region to explain DMS reactivity in a broad sense, providing rigorous statistical significance of tissue as the strongest determinant of reactivity. If future technique development can reduce the quantity of RNA required per each custom Structure-seq library, it would be of great interest to dissect these tissuespecific signatures by creating and analyzing Structure-seq libraries from the component cell types of each tissue (Dinney et al. 2008 ). In particular, we found that transcripts that were not detected in both tissues, i.e. that were tissue-specific in our datasets, had greater mean reactivity change between control and salt conditions (Table S.7.a) and stronger  reactivty to  abundance correlations (Table S.7.b) than transcripts that were shared between tissues, hinting that transcripts specialized to a tissue have less adaptive constraints on the malleability of their structures.
Shoot and Root Structuromes Converge in Salt Stress
The shoot and root structuromes become more similar to each other in salt stress relative to control conditions, with the shoot transcriptome generally losing reactivity and the root transcriptome gaining reactivity (Figure 3, Tables 1, S.3.a) . The observed trends suggest that both tissues may be changing toward a common stress response optimum. We surmise that some of this trend may be explained by NaCl-induced loss of the high K + levels present in the root tissue under control conditions (Figure 1 , mirrored in Yu and Assmann 2015) leading to nearly the same total K + levels in both tissues.
Generally speaking, monovalent cations promote RNA folding and disfavor RNA-protein interaction (Bloomfield et al., 2000) . In shoot measured total monovalent ion concentration increases from about 35 to 60 mg/dry weight (g), while in root it decreases from about 80 to a similar final value of 65 (Figure 1 , Table S.1). Although available techniques do not query where these ions reside within the cell, this trend is nonetheless consistent with shoot becoming less DMS reactive and root becoming more DMS reactive upon salt stress, assuming effects are dominated by RNA folding rather than protein unbinding.
It should be noted, however, that increasing levels of monovalent cations can disfavor RNA folding when adequate divalent ions are present (Manning, 1972; Heilman-Miller et al., 2001) ; what scenario is operative in vivo is not clear, given the complexity of Mg Figure 1C ). Nonetheless, it is clear that ionic conditions are converging between shoot and root and thus the biophysics, no matter how complex, should also be converging. In other words, the convergence of total ion content per dry weight in the two tissues during stress is consistent with the convergence of DMS reactivity in the two tissues during stress. Again, these ionic changes do not support the hypothesis that protein protection is highly explanatory of our observations. Reactivity Change Influences Abundance Change We recently reported the first observation of a negative correlation between DMS reactivity change and mRNA abundance change, occurring in rice seedlings in response to just 10 min of heat shock (Su et al., 2018) . Further analyses suggested that degradation by the exosome and the 5' endonuclease XRN4 contribute significantly to rapid loss in transcript abundance following heat shock (Su et al., 2018) . Here, we also observe a striking inverse relationship between DMS reactivity changes and transcript abundance changes in Arabidopsis shoot and root tissue following 2 days of salinity stress (Figure 4 , Tables 2A, S.6.a). These observations suggest a general principle whereby mRNA unfolding following a stress is causative of decreases in mRNA abundance. While longer term stresses such as that imposed here allows ample time for transcriptional regulation, the results reported here and in Su et al. (2018) highlight the importance of looking beyond transcriptional control alone, and reinforce the importance of RNA structure as an environmental sensor and principal driver that reshapes the transcriptome in response to the environment.
We compared (Figure 10 ) our salt stress-induced abundance changes in both shoot and root (y-axis) to those reported in a recent RNA-seq analysis from Gregory and co-workers (Anderson et al., 2018) (point color) of Arabidopsis rosettes following a two-week salt stress. Our shoot NaCl-induced abundance changes match the abundance changes that Anderson et al. reported (Figure 10 ). Moreover, in general, transcripts that lost abundance in the Anderson study gained DMS reactivity in our study, while transcripts that gained abundance in the Anderson study lost DMS reactivity in our study ( Figure  10 ). First, these comparisons support the conclusion that the transcriptome changes we observe typify salinity impacts on the Arabidopsis transcriptome. Second, beyond validating our expression results and the effectiveness of our salt stress treatments, the congruency between these datasets further implicates RNA structure as an essential mechanism that post-transcriptionally regulates mRNA abundance. The Anderson et al. study discovered a role of m6A modification in protecting mRNAs from cleavage under salinity stress, providing one example of post-transcriptional regulation. Nonetheless, upon excluding from our datasets all transcripts with an m6A methylation site detected in the Anderson et al. report, our inverse relationship between change in transcript reactivity and change in transcript abundance is strongly preserved (Figure S.10 ). This result indicates that structure-related mechanisms, independent of m6A modification, dynamically impact transcript abundance. Future studies will help identify underlying mechanisms.
We further studied the distribution across the transcriptome of these structurally responsive transcripts ( Figure 5 , Tables S.6.d, S.6.e). We found a bias wherein abundant transcripts preferentially show concomitant abundance decreases with reactivity increases following salt stress, while rare transcripts preferentially show concomitant abundance increases with reactivity decreases following salt stress (Figure 11 ). We speculate that the latter constitute specialized stress-related mRNAs that are upregulated in response to salinity, while the former encode everyday metabolic functions. Our GO analyses (see next section) support that the latter are specialized stress-related mRNAs that are upregulated in response to salinity, while the former include transcripts encoding everyday metabolic functions. Thus, this pattern may reflect a repartitioning of resources away from basic metabolism and toward stress amelioration perhaps analogous to growth-defense tradeoffs (Huot et al. 2014 ).
Novel Concordancy Analysis Reveals Synergistic Roles of Transcript Regions
Our previous studies on rice revealed that RNA structure is not uniform between transcript regions, nor are these regions uniformly plastic in response to heat shock (Su et al., 2018) . Our present study also reveals particular diversity in the structural responses of the UTR regions compared to the CDS regions following stress, here salinity stress (Figure 2, Tables 1A, S.3.a) . Although the CDS shows a particularly strong (inverse) correlation, the structures of the 5'UTR, CDS, and 3'UTR each appear to contribute to regulation of transcript abundance (Figure 4 , Tables 3A, S.6.a). Sequence motifs in the 3'UTR that control transcript degradation are known (Rabani et al., 2017 ), yet little information exists on how structure plays into this. A recent study on mRNA decay in Arabidopsis showed that transcripts with enriched A content and depleted G content in 5' UTRs exhibited faster decay rates (Sorenson et al. 2018) . Given that AU base-pairing is weaker than GC base-pairing, these results may implicate saltinduced 5' UTR unfolding (increased reactivity) as a mechanism that exposes transcripts to nucleolytic attack. While the CDS region is under selection for peptide sequence and codon efficiency, less constrained selection on the UTR regions may have allowed the evolution of dynamic, stressresponsive structural elements. Protein binding to certain sequences also likely plays a role, and the interplay of RNA structure and protein un/binding will be an important avenue for future study.
We extended our analysis by developing a new concept, that of concordancy between transcript regions. The majority of mRNAs (~80%) are discordant, defined as two of the three different pairwise transcript regions changing in different directions under salt stress ( Figure 6 , Table 2C, S.7.c). If we consider that each coding sequence is flanked by two structural switches (the UTRs), this opens the possibility of three-level combinatorial regulation. However, it is notable that when all three regions (5'UTR, CDS, 3'UTR) gain or lose DMS reactivity in the same direction, which we define as 'concordancy', the effect of reactivity change on transcript abundance change is considerably more pronounced ( Figure 4 vs. 6; Table 2A vs. 2C, S.6.a vs. S.7.c). This result suggests concerted protection from or exposure to various mechanisms of mRNA abundance regulation. Moreover, concordant change of reactivity between transcript regions is synergistic: when all transcript regions change in concert, the change of reactivity of the transcript as a whole (Figure 6 vs. Figure 4 , leftmost panels) and as individual regions (Figure 6 vs. Figure 4 ; other panels) are more strongly correlated with the transcript's change in abundance.
Concordant reactivity increases may provide concerted access to both 5' and 3' exonucleases, as well as single-strand-specific endonucleases. The strong effect of concordant reactivity increases in promoting abundance decreases is consistent with known communication between 5'UTRs and 3'UTRs during stress (Vicens et al., 2018) ; for example, it is well-established that shortening of the poly A tail promotes decapping and subsequent 5' to 3' exonucleolytic degradation (Gallie, 1991 , Muhlrad et al., 1994 Yamashita et al., 2005) . That the 5' and 3' ends of the RNA are interacting is supported by comparison of panels N and O in Figure S .11. Conversely, concordant reactivity decreases may accompany protective mechanisms. For example, in mammalian systems is it known that sequestration of transcripts in stress granules, which is thought to protect transcripts from degradation, is associated with overall transcript compaction (folding) (Khong and Parker, 2018) , which our assay would detect as a concordant decrease in DMS reactivity. It is notable that concordancy is significant not only between the ends of the RNA (i.e. in the 5' and 3' ends), but also between adjacent regions of the RNA in the 5'UTR and CDS, and the CDS and 3'UTR; for example, compare panels D and E, and panels I and J in Figure S .11. These results suggest that interaction of adjacent regions may play an underappreciated role in controlling transcript abundance.
It is of interest that concordant reactivity change in response to salt stress is tissue specific, i.e. only a small fraction (~23%) of mRNAs are fully concordant in both tissues, and an even smaller (~12%) set show concordancy in the same direction in both tissues (see Results for specific numbers). These observations support structural plasticity between tissues in their stress responses. Our GO analysis (Figure 8 ) of fully concordant transcripts under salinity stress shows enrichment in both tissues of encoded functions related to stress and to abiotic stimuli, particular for those transcripts that gained abundance and lost reactivity under salt stress, suggesting that structural mechanisms promote increased net expression of suites of stress-related transcripts in the two tissues. Our GO analysis of fully concordant transcripts that gain reactivity and lose abundance under salt stress in shoot shows a particular enrichment in genes related to photosynthesis (Figure 8 ). This structure-related loss in transcript abundance mirrors, and potentially contributes to, the well-known depression of photosynthesis under salt stress (Stepien and Johnson, 2009; Takahashi and Murata, 2008) . In short, concerted structural change appears to retool the transcriptome to coordinate the physiological response to stress.
mRNAs Exhibiting Dynamic Structures in Response to Salt are Enriched in Stress-Related Functions
In both tissues, transcripts with the largest changes of reactivity between control and salt stress were enriched in salt-stress, response to osmotic stress, ion binding, and post-translational protein modification gene ontology (GO) categories (Figure 7) . These results indicate that much of the structural dynamism between conditions centers on genes that respond to stresses.
Using DMS reactivities as restraints in folding (Deigan et al. 2009; Ding et al., 2014; Su et al., 2018) , we generated structures of 15,708 mRNAs in shoot and 15,557 mRNAs in root in both control and salt conditions. We used PPV to quantify the structural differences in these mRNAs between environmental conditions. The PPV distribution shows that transcripts on average had lower PPV values in root than in shoot ( Figure 8A ), suggesting that salt stress had a greater impact on RNA structure in roots than in shoots.
GO enrichment analysis of mRNAs in the bottom 5% of the PPV distribution, i.e. with large saltinduced changes in predicted structure, reveals over-representation of response to stimulus (GO 0050896) and protein transport (GO 0015031). The former category includes genes that function in salt stress or osmotic stress response, such as the illustrated rapid alkalinization factor 1 (RALF1), low temperature and salt responsive protein family genes ( Figure 8B, 8E, 8F ). Changes in response to stimulus may affect the function of stress responsive genes including RALF1, a peptide ligand that is perceived by the receptor-like kinase, FERONIA, with consequent modulation of the salinity response (Feng et al., 2018, Yu and . The latter category includes several Rab GTPases. Rab GTPase function in endosomal trafficking, and several have been implicated in plant salinity tolerance (Asaoka et al., 2013; Ebine et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2017) . Given previous indications that RNA structure may affect protein folding during translation (Tang et al., 2016) , salt-induced changes in RNA structure might have consequences for Rab functionality. In both tissues, transcripts in the top 5% of the PPV distribution, indicating predicted structural stability under salt stress, were enriched in mRNAs encoding proteins related to translation (P = 8.3e -11 ) and ribosome biogenesis (P = 8.12e -13 ) ( Figure  8G,8H) .
In a previous study (Ding et al., 2014) , we compared in silico vs. in vivo structures of ~10,000 Arabidopsis seedling mRNAs, and found that those with low PPV, suggesting propensity to refold, were enriched in signaling and stress-related genes, while those with high PPV, suggesting structural stability, were enriched in housekeeping genes. That observation led to the hypotheses that signaling and stress-related genes are highly plastic in their structures as an intrinsic component of their environmental responsiveness, while housekeeping genes exhibit more stable structures, perhaps having evolved to maintain homeostasis under a wide range of conditions (Ding et al., 2014) . Our present analyses, in which we directly compare in vivo structuromes of stressed vs. unstressed tissues, support those hypotheses. In the future, it would be interesting to evaluate shoot and root structuromes with a larger panel of stresses to evaluate the pervasiveness of these trends. Structurome data obtained under additional stress conditions could also reveal if some transcripts or transcript regions are consistently more prone to malleability between conditions while others are more static, which would suggest that the structurome has both fixed and dynamic features. Moreover, the biophysical nature of the changes remains to be explored; for instance, whether certain structural motifs are more prone to stress-specific refolding events or protein binding.
In summary, changes in transcript abundance, both within and between transcriptomes, appear intimately tied to changes in RNA structure. In the future, application of recent advances in our methodology, such as parallel probing with DMS and EDC, which is U-and G-specific (Wang et al. 2018; Mitchell et al., 2019) , to report on absence of base-pairing for all four nucleobases, will allow an improved description of the dynamic RNA structurome. Such experiments may elucidate specific structure-related motifs, facilitating delineation of more specific patterns and molecular mechanisms that underlie structurome and transcriptome (Walley and Dehesh, 2010) reshaping by abiotic stresses. A deeper understanding of these mechanisms could augment efforts to engineer more salt-stress resistant crops (Cabello et al., 2014) , and some structural elements have already been implicated as targets (Vashisht and Tuteja, 2006) . Land mismanagement, use of marginal lands, and irrigation practices exacerbate salt stress and other pressures on crops, highlighting a need for fundamental understanding of how plants survive and thrive in challenging environments.
Methods
Plant growth and salt treatment Arabidopsis accession Col-0 was used in this study. Sterilized Arabidopsis seeds were spread on agar plates containing 1⁄2 strength Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium with 1% sucrose and 0.8% agar (A1296; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) and stratified at 4 °C in the dark for 2 days. After stratification, the plates were transferred to a growth chamber set at 21 °C with an 8 h light/16 h dark photoperiod with light intensity of 150 mol m −2 s −1 and held vertically for 12 d. Seedlings were then transferred to a hydroponic setup as described in Yu and Assmann (2015) and grown hydroponically for another 12 days. The hydroponic growth solution was 1⁄4 strength Hoagland's solution (0.25 mM KH2PO4, 3.71 µM FeNa-EDTA, 0.5 mM MgSO4, 1.26 mM KNO3, 1.26 mM Ca(NO3)2, 11.56 µM H3BO3, 2.29 µM MnCl2, 0.20 µM ZnCl2, 0.073 µM CuCl2, 0.026 µM Na2MoO4). Solutions were changed twice per week. After a total of 24 days of growth, half of the plants were exposed to salt stress by addition of 100 mM NaCl (final concentration) to the hydroponic solution, while the rest of the plants were maintained in the original solution. After 48 h of NaCl or control treatment, the plants were treated with DMS as described in a subsequent section below.
Proline and ion content measurements Twenty-four-day-old hydroponically grown seedlings were treated with or without 100 mM NaCl as above for 48 h. Shoots and roots were separated, gently blotted dry using paper towels, frozen in liquid nitrogen and dried in a CentriVap centrifugal vacuum concentrator. Dry weight of each sample was measured, and proline content was determined with a colorimetric assay (Ábrahám et al., 2010) . Briefly, plant tissues were ground in 3% sulfosalicylic acid and centrifuged at 13,200 rpm for 5 min at room temperature using a benchtop centrifuge. Supernatant (100 µL) was transferred to a pre-made solution of 100 μL of 3% sulfosalicylic acid, 200 μL glacial acetic acid and 200 μL acidic ninhydrin. The reaction mixture was incubated at 96˚C for 60 min, followed by addition of 1 mL toluene and vortexing to terminate the reaction. After centrifugation for 2 min at 10,000g, the absorbance at 520 nm of the chromophore in the toluene phase was measured with a spectrometer. The proline concentration was determined using a standard concentration curve of L-proline (Sigma) and calculated on a dry weight basis. Three independent replicates were performed with three biological samples in each replicate. Dry weight measurements are found in Table S.6. We also measured the levels of several ions on the same batch of seedlings as used for proline measurement (Table S.6.b) with three independent replicates, using inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy as described previously (Yu and Assmann, 2015) .
In vivo DMS probing of Arabidopsis root and shoot tissue To obtain "single-hit" modification kinetics (Su et al., 2018; Ding et al., 2014) in our DMS treatments, the duration of in vivo DMS treatment was first optimized. All DMS treatment procedures and RNA extraction procedures were conducted with proper safety equipment following the instructions in our publications (Ritchey et al. 2017; Su et al. 2018; Ritchey et al. 2019) . For single-hit kinetics determination, we separately tested shoot and root tissue from Arabidopsis plants treated with/without 100 mM NaCl (control and salt stress). For the shoot tissue test, the shoots from five individual plants were used for each sample. For each condition, non-DMS-treated (-DMS) and DMS-treated (+DMS) samples were prepared. For the +DMS sample, the excised shoots were immersed in 20 mL DMS reaction buffer (40 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM KCl, and 0.5 mM MgCl2) in a 50 mL conical centrifuge tube. Then 150 µl DMS (D186309, Sigma-Aldrich) was immediately added to the solution to a final concentration of 0.75% (~75 mM) with the following durations of DMS treatment: 1 min, 5 min, 10 min, 15 min and 20 min. After DMS treatment, dithiothreitol (DTT) at a final concentration of 0.5 M was supplied to quench DMS in the reaction for 2 min followed by two washes with deionized water before immediately drying and freezing the tissue in liquid nitrogen. The -DMS sample was processed through the same procedure by placing materials in the DMS buffer for 20 min but without addition of DMS. All procedures for the root tissue test were identical as for shoot treatments, except that the initial material was the root tissue from five plants, due to the lesser per plant mass of roots vs. shoots. RNA was extracted from frozen samples using the NucleoSpin RNA Plant kit (Cat# 740949, Macherey-Nagel, Germany) following the manufacturer's protocol.
Gene-specific reverse transcription for single-hit kinetics determination Gene-specific reverse transcription (RT) of 18S rRNA was performed following the protocol of Ding et al. 2014 . For each RT reaction, 1 µg total RNA in 5.5 µL total volume of RNase-free water was prepared. After adding 1 µL of 32 P-radiolabeled primer (∼250,000 cpm/µL) to target 18S rRNA (5′-AACTGATTTAATGAGCCATTCGCAG-3′), the solution was incubated at 75°C for 3 min, then cooled to 35°C. Then 2 µL of reverse transcription reaction buffer (5x) was added to a final concentration of 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 1 mM DTT, 100 mM KCl, 8 mM MgCl2, and 1 µL of 1 mM dNTPs. Annealing was allowed to proceed at 35°C for 5 min, after which the reaction solution was heated to 55°C for 1 min, 0.5 µL of Superscript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen; 100 U total) was added to the reaction, and the RT reaction was allowed to proceed at 55°C for 15 min. Next, 1 µL of 1 N NaOH was added to the solution, which was heated to 95 °C for 5 min to hydrolyze all RNAs and denature the reverse transcriptase. The RT product mixed with an equal volume of 2x loading dye was then loaded onto a 10% denaturing polyacrylamide gel (8.3 M urea) and run at 90 W for ∼2 h. The gel was dried and exposed using a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics) cassette. Gel images were collected with a Typhoon PhosphorImager 9410, and bands were quantified using ImageQuant 5.2. Based on these results, we chose 5 minutes DMS treatment for shoot and 1 minute DMS treatment for root to achieve similar single hit kinetics for the two distinct tissue types ( Figure S.11) . We then utilized these conditions for DMS treatment and subsequent Structure-seq library construction.
Preparation of Structure-seq Libraries After determination of single-hit kinetics for each condition, the plant materials for Structure-seq library generation were prepared. For each individual library, ~40 hydroponically grown Arabidopsis plants were used, which were dissected into shoot and root tissues. For the +DMS shoot sample, 40 excised shoots from control or NaCl treatment were immersed in 20 mL DMS reaction buffer (40 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM KCl, and 0.5 mM MgCl2) in a 50 mL conical centrifuge tube. Then 150 µl DMS (D186309, Sigma-Aldrich) was immediately added to the solution to a final concentration of 0.75% (~75 mM) for 5 min of DMS treatment, after which dithiothreitol (DTT) at a final concentration of 0.5 M was supplied to quench DMS in the reaction for 2 min followed by two washes with deionized water before immediately drying and freezing the tissue in liquid nitrogen. The -DMS sample was processed through the same procedure by placing materials in the DMS buffer for 20 min but without addition of DMS. Three independent biological replicates were prepared for both control and NaCltreated shoot libraries, and for both -DMS and +DMS libraries, for a total of three control -DMS libraries, three control +DMS libraries, three +NaCl −DMS libraries, and three +NaCl +DMS libraries. All procedures for generation of root Structure-seq libraries were identical as for shoot library preparation, starting with the root tissue from 40 plants each of control or NaCl treatment, except for a different duration of DMS treatment to maintain comparable single hit kinetics (Figure S.14) . Frozen samples were subjected to RNA extraction using the NucleoSpin RNA Plant kit (Cat# 740949, Macherey-Nagel, Germany) following the manufacturer's protocol.
Structure-seq libraries then were prepared according to the gel-based Structure-seq2 protocol (Ritchey et al. 2017; Su et al., 2018) , and starting with ~250 µg total RNA. In total, 24 Structure-seq libraries were generated. Library cDNA size distribution and consistency between biological replicates were assessed from Bioanalyzer traces (Agilent 2100, Agilent Technologies). After qPCR to quantify library molarity, a pool of all libraries at equal molarity was made, and libraries were subjected to nextgeneration sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 at the Genomics Core Facility of the Penn State University to generate 150 nt single-end reads. Five HiSeq runs were performed to collect sufficient reads for downstream analyses, yielding a total of 1,109,349,671 reads. These libraries are available at the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database as accession GSE124866.
Data Handling and Processing All sequenced libraries (FASTQ format) were first trimmed with Cutadapt (version 1.14) (Martin, 2011) via StructureFold2 to remove 5' and 3' adapters, as well as low quality base calls on the 3' ends of reads (libraries and trimming summarized in Table S .1). All individual sequencing runs of each library were combined (summarized in Table W .1) into a single FASTQ file representing a biological replicate before aligning to the TAIR10 (The Arabidopsis Information Resource) cDNA reference sans ribosomal sequences, using Bowtie2 (version 2.3.2) (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) via StructureFold2 ) (mappings summarized in Table W .2). These mappings were then post-processed using SAMtools to remove reads aligned to the opposite strand (version 0.1.19) , as well as reads with more than 3 mismatches or indels compared to the reference, as well as any read with a mismatch at the first (5') position of the read ) (filtering summarized in Table W. 3). Every filtered SAM file was then changed into an RTSC (Reverse Transcriptase Stop Count) file via Structurefold2 before continuing with analysis. RT stop specificity was calculated from these RTSC files (Table W.4) DMS Library RT Stop Correlation Analyses We pooled the RTSCs for all +DMS biological replicates of each condition to calculate total transcript coverage within that condition (Table W. 1 for a description of all libraries) via Structurefold2 . We define coverage as the number of sequenced RT stops per A and C present in each transcript in the pool of all +DMS biological replicates of a condition. Thus, our coverage threshold of ≥ 1 mandates that we sequenced an average of one or more RT stop for each A or C residue of a given transcript within a condition in order to consider the structural information for that transcript to be resolvable (Kertesz et al., 2010) . For all transcripts with coverage ≥ 1 in a condition, we correlated the component biological replicates within the condition in two ways. First, we performed all pairwise correlations between pairs of biological replicates on the entire transcriptome for each condition, i.e. correlated the number of RT stops on each A and C on every base in the transcriptome from transcripts above the combined coverage threshold for that condition using R (R Development Core Team, 2008) (cor.test) and plotting with ggplot (Wickham, 2009) (Figure S.2, hexbin plots) . Second, we used the plyr (Wickham, 2011) package to organize our data such that we could perform a sub-correlation (cor.test()) for the RT stop values of each individual transcript between each biological replicate in each condition, plotting the distribution of each of these r values using ggplot (Wickham, 2009) (Figure S.2, violin plots) . Taken together, these results indicate good replication between the individual biological replicates that make up our pools of data for each condition.
Reactivity Calculations and Statistical Analyses
We calculated per base reactivity separately for each sample used in each of our contrasts using StructureFold2 , then subtracted pooled -DMS reads indicative of natural stops and natural stop-inducing modifications from corresponding +DMS modification RT stops (See StructureFold2 manual for equations, "rtsc to react module"). Every sample within each contrast was normalized to the same 2-8% normalization scale (Low and Weeks, 2010) , where each scale contains separate 2-8% values for each transcript. The particular 2-8% scale used for normalization is relative as long as all data sets being contrasted are normalized to the same scale. This normalization of raw reactivity values from multiple samples by such a common scale (average reactivity of the top 8% of bases' reactivities after ignoring the top 2%) ensures that all reactivity measurements between samples are relative to the same set of highly reactive bases. In both intra-tissue comparisons, the respective control scale was applied to the salt data, in both inter-tissue comparisons, the respective shoot scale was applied to the root data. The shoot control scale was used when comparing all four data sets. When there was no direct comparison between structuromes, e.g. when comparing abundance to mean reactivity ( Figure S.6) , each structurome's internal 2-8% scale was used for normalization.
Transcript reactivities were summarized by the reactivity statistics module in StructureFold2, filtering the data to include only those transcripts with an overlapping coverage ≥ 1 in all samples present in a given contrast. As an additional filter, we restricted analysis to transcripts containing 10 or more As plus Cs before the last 30 bp of the transcript, such that mean reactivity values had a suitable number of measurements. These processed data can be found in supplemental item D; shoot control vs. salt (Tables D.1 rtsc abundance module, calculating TPM (Transcripts per kilobase-Million) from the reads in our corresponding pooled -DMS biological replicates for each sample. These data can be found in Tables D.21-24 . Unless specified, all downstream analysis was done with R (R Development Core Team, 2008) and plots were generated via the ggplot (Wickham, 2009) package. Base R functionality was used for all tests and analyses; all ttests were carried out using t.test(), all correlations carried out using cor.test(), aov() was used for ANOVA and information was extracted with summary() and TukeyHSD(). StructureFold2 formats all such data to be readily used by R. Concordant transcripts and regions were grouped by comparing the reactivity change of transcript regions between conditions via subset(), i.e. regions that shared the direction of reactivity change were considered concordant.
GO Analyses
To run GO analysis on transcripts with large reactivity change between conditions or tissues, transcript subsets were quantitatively selected from our data, collecting the 5% top and bottom extremes of mean reactivity change between conditions or tissues. For the GO analyses on concordant transcripts, we qualitatively subset our transcripts into those that increased in abundance and lost reactivity (concordant protection) and those that decreased in abundance and increased in reactivity (concordant exposure). For the GO analyses using PPV, we selected the 5% top and bottom extremes of PPV between conditions. All transcript subsets were then reduced to reflect their gene locus of origin before using these to run GO analyses via agriGOv2 (Tian et al., 2017 ). These individual results were then combined via a custom Python script back into a convenient csv for easy analysis and plotting of several GO analyses simultaneously using R (R Development Core Team, 2008) and ggplot (Wickham, 2009) . Altogether, we ran 32 GO analyses involving reactivity change (Tables G.1-G.32), 4 involving concordancy ) and 4 involving PPV , for a total of 40 analyses.
ANOVAs of Mean Reactivity
To contrast all of our structuromes together, we implemented a series of large scale ANOVAs. We used the 2-8% normalization scale from shoot control and also applied it to shoot salt, root control, and root salt as a common normalization scale such that all the data would be comparable, and used only transcripts that had a coverage ≥ 1 in the corresponding +DMS sample of every condition ( Figure 1F , Figure S .5). This allowed four two-way ANOVAs (whole transcript: n=12,978, 5'UTR: n=12,117 UTRs, CDS: n=12,870, 3'UTR: n=12,278) comparing the mean reactivity of whole transcript and each region against their treatment and tissue (mean reactivity ~ treatment * tissue). We combined the separate transcript regions, and ran a three-way ANOVA such that region could also be used as determinant of mean reactivity (mean reactivity ~ treatment * tissue * region) (Figure S.5, Table S.5). Tissue and treatment:tissue were always stronger effects than treatment alone. When 'region' was included as a factor, it was also a stronger determinant than treatment.
Structure Prediction and Derived Statistics Reactivity files generated from intra-tissue comparisons were used as restraints to guide in silico folding of each transcript and transcript region above the coverage threshold in both control and NaCl conditions within a tissue via the RNAStructure Fold program (Reuter and Matthews, 2010) with StructureFold2 . The output is a predicted minimum free energy structure for each transcript and transcript region. We then calculated PPV (Positive Predictive Value) between each pair of in vivo restrained folds by driving the RNAStructure scorer program with StructureFold2, thereby assaying how similar the folds of each transcript/region were between conditions (Tables F.1-F.8).
Circle plots between folds were generated with CircleCompare (Reuter and Matthews, 2010) and GO analysis was performed on the top and bottom 5% most extreme PPV values in both tissues with AgriGOv2 (Tian et al., 2017) .
Comparison to Anderson et al. data We extracted the salt-stress induced transcript fold changes from the data supplement (S3) of Anderson et al. (2018) . These fold changes were used as overlay colors on our delta mean reactivity versus delta transcript abundance plots (Figure 10) , showing high parity of salinity-induced abundance changes between Anderson et al. (2018) and our study. 
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